Siemens Gamesa is a leading global provider of wind power products and service solutions.

#1 in offshore, leading positions in onshore and service

Siemens Energy AG is 100% shareholder

Founded in April 2017 as a merger of Siemens Wind Power and Gamesa

A global company based in Zamudio, Spain
Key facts and figures | June 2024

> 139 GW installed globally

€ 9.1 billion annual revenue

~ € 40 billion order backlog
MISSION
“We make real what matters – clean energy for generations to come.”

VISION
“To be the global leader in the renewable energy industry driving the transition towards a sustainable world.”

VALUES

**Results orientation**
Results are relevant, delivered in a timely manner and at appropriate cost

**Customer focus**
Think from a customer’s perspective about how we can excel in delivery

**Innovativeness**
New solutions for customers and ourselves

**Impactful leadership**
Inspiring our people and exemplifying the culture and common values

**Ownership attitude**
People are motivated and engaged, and see themselves as drivers of business success

**Valuing people**
Valuing the importance of the individual
Health, safety and environmental protection

COMMITTED TO
Ensuring zero harm
Reducing illness
Improving CO₂ footprint
Minimizing environmental impacts
Increasing energy efficiency

**Health**
Providing a healthy workplace, promoting well-being and reducing illness

**Safety**
Providing safe working conditions, and preventing harm to employees and suppliers

**Environmental protection**
Providing systems, minimizing the risk of pollution and securing waste management
Delivering sustainability through actions

**Vision 2040 – our actions**
- Reach climate-positive emissions by 2040
- Make our supply chain sustainable
- Deliver a fully recyclable wind turbine
- Become a better employer
- Support the communities in which we work

**Innovations for sustainability**
- RecyclableBlade allows blade materials to be separated and recycled for use in new applications
- GreenerTower uses greener steel and a higher share of renewable energy for the melting process

**Actions speak louder than words**
Our objectives are ambitious – and our priority is to implement the necessary actions to meet them.
Technologies for sustainability

Siemens Gamesa RecyclableBlade

A pioneering solution to recover and recycle wind turbine blade materials

In an industry first, and thanks to a new resin technology, Siemens Gamesa is able to separate and recycle the blade materials to use them in new applications.

A validated and proven process

Decommissioning: The blade is disassembled and transported.

Immersion in a mild acidic solution: The resin is dissolved in a mild solution at elevated temperature for a few hours.

Reclaiming of separated components: The resin is filtered, and the glass fiber is rinsed and dried.

Reuse: The glass fiber, resin, wood and metal can now be recycled and repurposed.

SIEMENS GAMESA OFFER

Suitable for onshore and offshore blades

Same product quality, strength, warranties and service process

Cost saving as recycled materials can be sold instead of paying to dispose of them

High-quality reclaimed blade components due to relative low recycling temperature

Environmental, Social, Governance positive for financing
Siemens Gamesa GreenerTower

A promising solution to reduce the environmental impact of steel production

The Siemens Gamesa GreenerTower is a wind turbine tower made of more sustainable steel. Steel suppliers are validated in a thorough Siemens Gamesa standard qualification process. This provides the same steel properties and the same quality in addition to third-party certification of the CO₂ equivalent emissions.

Means to achieve greener steel

Energy reduction: Use of less energy-intensive steel manufacturing processes.

Reuse: Increased use of scrap steel.

Fewer carbon emissions: Increased use of renewable energy for the melting process.

SIEMENS GAMESA OFFER

Verified maximum of 0.7t CO₂ equivalent emissions per ton of steel

At least 63% guaranteed CO₂ reduction in the tower steel plates compared to conventional steel

Same warranties

Same strength and quality

Available now
Three business units strongly positioned in the market

**Onshore**
The technological partner of choice for onshore wind power projects.

**Offshore**
Most experienced offshore wind company with the most reliable product portfolio in the market.

**Service**
Commitment beyond the supply of the wind turbine to reach profitability goals.
Strengthening position as technology partner of choice for onshore wind power projects

- Creating innovative solutions based on proven track record and technological excellence
- Optimizing performance through tailored product configuration
- Taking a customer-centric approach, allowing complete control and flexibility

>114 GW installed worldwide
Driving industry forward to create a sustainable offshore wind market

- Committing to the customers’ point of view, from absolute safety to maximizing return
- Striving to lead the offshore industry in delivering lower energy costs
- Serving as the offshore partner of choice, the leading player of the industry

>25 GW installed worldwide
Enhancing asset performance throughout the entire lifetime

- Creating tailor-made solutions to meet diverse operations and maintenance needs
- Turning insights into outcomes that boost asset owners' business cases
Siemens Gamesa online and on social media

www.siemensgamesa.com

Siemens Gamesa

SiemensGamesa

@SiemensGamesa

SiemensGamesa

facebook.com/SiemensGamesa
Thank you!

Phone   +34 944 037 352
E-mail   info@siemensgamesa